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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE Mixed methods research is becoming an important methodology
to investigate complex health-related topics, yet the meaningful integration of
qualitative and quantitative data remains elusive and needs further development.
A promising innovation to facilitate integration is the use of visual joint displays
that bring data together visually to draw out new insights. The purpose of this
study was to identify exemplar joint displays by analyzing the various types of
joint displays being used in published articles.
METHODS We searched for empirical articles that included joint displays in 3

journals that publish state-of-the-art mixed methods research. We analyzed each
of 19 identified joint displays to extract the type of display, mixed methods
design, purpose, rationale, qualitative and quantitative data sources, integration
approaches, and analytic strategies. Our analysis focused on what each display
communicated and its representation of mixed methods analysis.
RESULTS The most prevalent types of joint displays were statistics-by-themes and

side-by-side comparisons. Innovative joint displays connected findings to theoretical frameworks or recommendations. Researchers used joint displays for convergent, explanatory sequential, exploratory sequential, and intervention designs.
We identified exemplars for each of these designs by analyzing the inferences
gained through using the joint display. Exemplars represented mixed methods
integration, presented integrated results, and yielded new insights.
CONCLUSIONS Joint displays appear to provide a structure to discuss the inte-

grated analysis and assist both researchers and readers in understanding how
mixed methods provides new insights. We encourage researchers to use joint displays to integrate and represent mixed methods analysis and discuss their value.
Ann Fam Med 2015;13:554-561. doi: 10.1370/afm.1865.
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ixed methods research increasingly is being used as a methodology in the health sciences1,2 to gain a more complete understanding of issues and hear the voices of participants. Researchers have used the mixed methods approach to examine nuanced topics,
such as electronic personal health records,3 knowledge resources,4 patientphysician communication,5 and insight about intervention feasibility and
implementation practices.6 Mixed methods research is the collection and
analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data and its integration, drawing on the strengths of both approaches.7,8 We examined joint displays as
a way to represent and facilitate integration of qualitative and quantitative
data in mixed methods studies.
Integration
Increasingly, methodologists have emphasized the integration of qualitative and quantitative data as the centerpiece of mixed methods.9 Integration is an intentional process by which the researcher brings quantitative
and qualitative approaches together in a study.7 Quantitative and qualitative data then become interdependent in addressing common research
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questions and hypotheses.10 Meaningful integration
allows researchers to realize the true benefits of mixed
methods to “produce a whole through integration that
is greater than the sum of the individual qualitative and
quantitative parts.”11 Integration, however, is not well
developed or practiced. Rigorous reviews of published
studies have found that often researchers collect quantitative and qualitative data but do not integrate.12-14
The work of Fetters et al15 illustrated how integration
can be achieved through study design, methods, interpretation, and reporting.
Mixed Methods Designs
Basic mixed methods study designs provide an overall process to guide integration. There are 3 types
of basic designs: exploratory sequential, explanatory
sequential, and convergent designs.7 The exploratory
design begins with a qualitative data collection and
analysis phase, which builds to the subsequent quantitative phase. The explanatory design begins with a
quantitative data collection and analysis phase, which
informs the follow-up qualitative phase. The convergent design involves quantitative and qualitative data
collection and analysis at similar times, followed by
an integrated analysis. Adding features to the basic
designs results in advanced designs: intervention,16,17
case study,18 multistage evaluation,19 and participatory20
approaches. Integration of the quantitative and qualitative approaches can then occur through methods in
at least 4 ways: explaining quantitative results with a
qualitative approach, building from qualitative results
to a quantitative component (eg, instrument), merging
quantitative and qualitative results, or embedding one
approach within another.7,15
Integration at the Analytic and Interpretation
Level
Data integration at the analytic and interpretation level
has been done primarily in 2 ways: (1) by writing about
the data in a discussion wherein the separate results
of quantitative and qualitative analysis are discussed,21
and (2) by presenting the data in the form of a table
or figure, a joint display, that simultaneously arrays the
quantitative and quantitative results. A joint display is
defined as a way to “integrate the data by bringing the
data together through a visual means to draw out new
insights beyond the information gained from the separate quantitative and qualitative results.”15 Although
integrating mixed methods data in the discussion is
well established,21 using joint displays in the process of
analysis and interpretation has received relatively little
explication despite the fact that they are increasingly
seen as an area of innovation for advancing integration.
Joint displays provide a visual means to both integrate
ANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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and represent mixed methods results to generate new
inferences.7,8 A joint display provides a method and a
cognitive framework for integration, which should be
an intentional process with a clear rationale.22
Despite the evolving interest and innovation in the
use of joint displays, the types and applications of joint
displays in health sciences research has been lacking.
The purposes of this research therefore was to examine
the various types of joint displays used according to
the mixed methods design in the health sciences, and
to identify exemplars and describe how researchers use
the joint displays to enhance interpretation of the integrated quantitative and qualitative data.

METHODS
Design and Study Selection
We included journals that publish high-quality, stateof-the art mixed methods research and focused on
health-related topics for the target audience of health
sciences researchers. Although health sciences articles
seem more likely to use joint displays, other disciplines
also use joint displays that could be insightful. In the
journals, we identified articles with joint displays for
analysis. The first step was to search for articles published in the Annals of Family Medicine from January
2004 through September 2014. Search terms were
“mixed method*,” “multimethod,” and “qualitative &
quantitative.” Next, a manual review of all published
articles in the Journal of Mixed Methods Research and International Journal of Multiple Research Approaches from their
inception in January 2007 through September 2014
yielded additional examples. We targeted these journals because of their high impact factor and history of
publishing empirical and methodologic mixed methods
articles. The process consisted of scanning all 81 identified articles that addressed a health-related topic.
Eligibility Criteria
The first eligibility criterion required that articles
reported an empirical health-related study, as opposed
to solely being conceptual articles. The second criterion was that the study used mixed methods, defined as
the collection, analysis, and integration of quantitative
and qualitative data.8 Quantitative research is typically
used to describe a topic statistically, generalize, make
causal inferences, or test a theory. Qualitative inquiry
is typically used when there is a need to explore a
phenomenon, understand individuals’ experiences,
or develop a theory.23 Studies reporting quantitative
and qualitative components without their integration were excluded. We screened each article by title
and abstract. A review of the full text was necessary
to assess the third criterion, namely, the presence of
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a visual joint display to represent the integration of
quantitative and qualitative data.

display, the cross-case comparison, which fits the case
study design.

Data Extraction
For each article, we extracted the following information: (1) the design; (2) the study purpose; (3) the mixed
methods rationale, (4) quantitative data sources; (5)
qualitative data sources; (6) integration approaches used
at the methods level: explaining, building, merging, and
embedding; and (7) analytic strategies at the interpretation and reporting level: narrative, data transformation,
and joint display.15 Individually, each author analyzed
each joint display for what it uniquely communicated or
represented (ie, mixed methods analysis) that is better
captured visually than by words alone. To categorize
the type of joint display used, we used a typology of
joint displays24: the side-by-side, comparing results,
statistics-by-themes, instrument development, adding qualitative data into an experiment, and adding
a theoretical lens displays. To identify best practices
and exemplars, as a group we analyzed the insights the
researchers gained through using the joint display.

Exemplar Joint Displays
As a result of this overview of joint displays, we identified 5 exemplar joint displays that researchers conducting mixed methods investigations could use to guide
integration during analytic and interpretation processes. The exemplars illustrate unique characteristics
of joint displays and their value for generating inferences, and are described in greater detail below.

RESULTS
Included Studies and Displays
Of 81 studies identified, 19 met inclusion criteria, and
the remaining either lacked joint displays or were not
empirical studies. From the review, we identified the
distribution of joint displays organized by mixed methods design (Supplemental Tables are available at http://
annfammed.org/content/13/6/554/DC1).
For explanatory sequential designs, researchers
used 3 display types: side-by-side, adding a theoretical/conceptual lens, and an innovative path diagram
with clinical vignettes. Displays found in exploratory
sequential designs were statistics-by-themes and instrument development displays. The displays demonstrated
the potential to represent mixing by linking the qualitative findings to scale items25 or to the quantitative
analysis.26 The convergent design joint displays were
statistics-by-themes or side-by-side comparisons. In
studies using data transformation, whereby qualitative
results were transformed into numeric scores, joint displays presented the statistical analysis of qualitatively
derived data (eg, coded transcripts of patient visits27).
Next, the intervention design displays included sideby-side displays of results to embed qualitative findings
with treatment outcomes illuminating issues, such as
implementation practices28 or patient experiences.29
We found innovations in the use of joint displays.
Several joint displays combined types, for example,
integrating a theoretical framework into a side-by-side
display.30 We identified an additional type of joint
ANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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Exploratory Sequential Design Joint Display
Haggerty et al25 conducted an exploratory sequential
design study to develop and validate an instrument to
assess continuity of care from patients’ perspectives.
They examined themes from 33 qualitative studies of
patient care experiences and matched codes to existing
instruments and added new items.
An instrument development joint display mapped
the qualitative dimensions of care continuity to quantitative instrument items (Figure 1). Major headings
of rows marked each continuity of care dimension.
Columns provided the response format, a description
of item content, and the source of the item (ie, existing
survey or new). By presenting each qualitatively derived
dimensions from the patient perspective along with
particular item content, the display clearly articulated
how the authors systematically develop the instrument.
Explanatory Sequential Design Joint Display
Finley et al31 had an explanatory sequential study aim of
developing and validating the Work Relationship Scale
(WRS) for primary care clinics. They used the model of
Lanham et al32 containing 7 characteristics of work relationships in high-quality practices. They analyzed measurement properties of the WRS and correlations with
patient ratings of care quality. They interviewed key
informants regarding clinic relationships and analyzed
interviews based on the 7 characteristics32 with particular attention to patterns among high vs low WRS clinics. They concluded that interview data supported the
statistical analysis, providing validity evidence for the
WRS and indicating the importance of relationships in
the delivery of primary care.
A statistics-by-themes joint display in this study
compared clinics with high and low WRS scores (Figure 2). The display had a row for low WRS clinics with
a representative quote and then a row for high WRS
clinics with a representative quote. Headings organized
the results by the theoretical model of work relationships of Lanham et al.32 A noteworthy characteristic
was that this theoretical framework threaded throughout the study. The authors discussed the insight gained
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Figure 1. A joint display from an exploratory sequential design that maps qualitatively derived codes
to items.
Table 2. Patient Experience of Continuity of Care: Subscale Description and Item Provenance
Dimension

Response Format

Item
Inspiration

Item Content

Pertaining to main health care clinician (management, relational)
Coordinator role
(5 items)

Evaluative
(hardly at all to totally)

Assessment of how well coordinator knows all health care needs, maintains regular contact with the patient, contacts other clinicians, and
helps patient getting care from other clinicians (only answered by
those with identified coordinator)
Comprehensive
Evaluative
How much doctor takes into account the patients whole medical history,
knowledge of
(hardly at all to totally)
worries about health, responsibilities at home and personal values?
patient (4 items)
(only answered by those with a personal doctor)
Confidence and partEvaluative
Importance given to patient ideas about care, comfort in discussion of
nership (3 items)
(hardly at all to totally)
sensitive issues, confidence that doctor will look after patient (only
answered by those with a personal doctor)
Pertaining to several clinicians or team (team relational, management, informational)
Confidence in team
(2 items)

Evaluative
(hardly at all to totally)

Assessment of how well the patient feels known and can count on
members at regular clinic.

Role clarity and coordination (3 items
each, (2 subscales)

Reporting
(never to almost always)

Frequency of clinicians not working well together or giving the patient
conflicting information (asked in reference to clinicians in own clinic
and separately, between clinics, and elsewhere)

Information gap
between clinicians
(6 items)

Reporting
(never, sometimes, often

Frequency of information transfer problems: clinicians do not know
recent history, results of recent tests, or changes made by other
clinicians; patient has to provide information, repeat tests, or repeat
information

2 new
PCAS13

PCAT-ae14
2 New

ACSS-MH10
PCCQ5
CPCQ26
VANOCSS18
1 New
VANOCSS18
DCCS7
ACSS-MH10
1 New

by examining the characteristics of high- vs lowquality relationships (ie, quantitative results) in primary
care clinics, noting “considerable differences emerged
in patterns of communication and relating between
low- and high-scoring clinics.”31 They were able to
communicate this message in their table as well.
Convergent Design Joint Display
Dickson et al33 investigated how cognitive function
and knowledge affected heart failure self-care using a
convergent design in which they merged quantitative
and qualitative results to better understand the complexity of the clinical phenomenon. At 2 outpatient
heart failure specialty clinics of a large urban medical
center in the United States, they administered standardized instruments to measure self-care, knowledge,
and cognitive function, and they concurrently conducted patient interviews to understand their self-care
practices. Integration focused on the concordance
between qualitative and quantitative results.
Dickson et al33 developed a cross-case comparison
joint display to compare and contrast the interview
data with quantitative self-care, cognitive function,
and knowledge scales (Figure 3). The display contained a row for each qualitative domain (ie, theme)
and reported the corresponding quantitative variables
for the domain. Participants were arrayed in columns.
Within each cell were the actual quantitative scores
✦

PACIC25

Cancer27

Reprinted with permission from Ann Fam Med. 2012;10(5):443-451.25
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ACSS-MH10

as well as qualitative summaries and quotes for each
domain-participant combination. The display allowed
them “to more fully understand”33 the influences of
cognitive function in order to develop effective solutions to improve heart failure self-care. They used
this technique to validate the quantitative knowledge
and self-care scores while also looking for instances of
inconsistency. It illustrates qualitative and quantitative
data for multiple participant cases.
Mixed Methods Intervention Design Joint Display 1
Shaw et al28 conducted a cluster-randomized trial of
a quality improvement (QI) intervention to improve
colorectal cancer screening in primary care practices
with an embedded qualitative evaluation. Across 23
practices, they collected colorectal cancer screening
rates through medical record reviews and surveys.
They used a qualitative multimethod assessment, a
reflective adaptive process, and learning collaboratives
via interviews, observations, and audio-recordings.
The analysis of practices at baseline and the 12-month
follow-up revealed no statistically significant improvements in intervention and control arms, but integrating the qualitative findings yielded insights into
QI implementation and patterns in high- and lowperforming practices.
Shaw et al28 created a side-by-side joint display
that presented each row as a practice (Figure 4). The
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columns then displayed the qualitatively derived QI
implementation characteristics next to the quantitative colorectal cancer screening rates at baseline and
12 months. A helpful feature was the identification of
strong, moderate, and weak practices based on the patterns of implementation. Their use of the joint display
as a framework to discuss their integrated analysis
was unique. For each practice, they discussed the QI
implementation characteristics and the colorectal cancer screening rate change from baseline. They noted
the value of integrating qualitative methods “to answer
recent calls to explore the implementation context of
null trials.” 28 The joint display addressed this call by
presenting QI implementation patterns in light of the
colorectal cancer screening rate.

views to understand patients’ experiences with music
intervention and hear their voices about the impact
of the intervention. Quantitative data sources were
a visual analogue scale and numeric pain intensity.
Results indicated that both were effective, although
most patients preferred MT.
To represent integration, Bradt et al29 created a
joint display to represent adding qualitative data into
an experiment. It was a side-by-side display that integrated the experiences of patients whose quantitative
data indicated greater benefit of MT vs MM or vice
versa (Figure 5). After calculating z scores of treatment
benefit for MT and MM, they developed a combination typology of 4 categories of treatment effect (eg,
great improvement with MM–less improvement or
worsening with MT). The display was organized by
Mixed Methods Intervention Design Joint Display 2
rows for each of the 4 types of treatment benefits.
Bradt et al29 conducted a mixed methods cross-over
Columns represent change in pain for MT and MM
trial that exposed patients to both music therapy
and patient experiences. The reader can scan each row
(MT) and music medicine (MM). Collecting data from
(ie, treatment benefit) and see the z scores of the most
patients with cancer in an academic hospital in the
extreme cases side-by-side with patients’ experience.
United States, they conducted semistructured interThe display helped the authors to explore “if and why
certain patients benefited more
from MT than MM sessions
Figure 2. A joint display from an explanatory sequential design
or vice versa.” 29 This exemplar
that is organized by a theoretical framework and relates categorical
uniquely illustrated a cross-over
scores to quotes.
trial wherein patients had both
exposures, MT and MM, and disTable 4. Quotes Related to Lanham et al’s Relationship
tributed their comments relative
Characteristics in Clinics with High and Low WRS Scores
to their responses to both. The
authors reported the table added
Rich communication
insights into how patient characCommunication through face-to-face conversation; most effective when messages are unclear or
teristics affected treatment beneambiguous
Low WRS score clinics
“I think that some days we should just sit down and say, ‘Okay, this is
fits and provided several examples
what’s going on. What do you know—how do you perceive this is
with implications for practice.
supposed to be done?’ …[S]ometimes the hurdles that we run into
High WRS score clinics

are just, they could have been easily avoided if there had been a
little bit better communication.”
“Well, you know we have what’s called huddle every morning and
any problems from the day before are discussed in huddle with all
the team members and the clerical staff, social workers, the pharmacist. So we all get to know anything that’s going on at that time.”

DISCUSSION
In this study, patterns emerged
about the use of joint displays
across mixed methods designs.
First, the integration and analytic
strategies are relatively similar
within each of the designs. Convergent design joint displays
were mainly themes-by-statistics
or side-by-side comparisons.
Convergent designs were most
prevalent in the data set and
tend to be the most complex7
from an integration standpoint,
so we anticipated varied uses of
joint displays. The explanatory,
exploratory, intervention designs

Heedful interrelating
Individuals are attentive to their work tasks and sensitive to how their roles and actions
affect and intersect with those around them
Low WRS score clinics
“…[T]here’s a whole lot of tension and a lot of it has to do with,
‘That ain’t my job and you’re messing in my area and you don’t
belong in my area and you need to back out and just stay in your
own business.’”
High WRS score clinics
“I think the teamwork here is just excellent. You know we really pitch
in and try and help. Everyone’s attitude basically is that if one person’s working hard, we’re all working hard.”
Trust
Individuals feel safe in making themselves vulnerable to others
Low WRS score clinics
“Some people are probably not going to verbalize a lot, because
they’re afraid it might get back to their boss or… because they
don’t want to rock the boat.”
High WRS score clinics
“So, I have learned so much about medicine itself from these people;
they’re wonderful…I’m not afraid to approach them for whatever
the patient needs, because the goal is to provide the best and safest patient care.”
31

Reprinted with permission from Ann Fam Med. 2013;11(6):543-549.
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demonstrated other innovative
displays, such as aligning mixed
results to theory31 and policy
recommendations.30 Furthermore,
across designs, the most frequently used type of joint display
is the themes-by-statistics type.
This type typically involved
reporting categorical data, such
as “high,” “medium,” and “low”
patient satisfaction scores,34 to
organize the presentation of
themes or quotes. The most
insightful joint displays were
consistent with both the mixed
methods design and the approach
to integration. For example,
researchers using a convergent
design and a merging approach to
integration represented results
with a themes-by-statistics display
to array themes about patient
perceptions of physician encounters against sociodemographic
and health characteristics.5 The
displays assist readers in understanding how quantitative and
qualitative data interfaced and in
considering inferences.
On the basis of the results of

Figure 3. A cross-case comparison joint display from a convergent
design showing scored items and descriptions.
Table 3. Cross-Case Comparison Using Three Participants and Mixed Methods Integration of
Quantitative Scores and Qualitative Assessments
Domain

Variables

Knowledge
cognition
Self-care maintenance

Self-care
management

Knowledge

SCHFI score
Diet, monitoring
exercise, and
medication

Participant 2
DHFKS total = 14
DSST = 23,
PMR = 0
90
Follows 2 grams lowsalt diet; takes lunch
to work. Checks
and records blood
pressure and writes
weights on calendar. Exercises on
treadmill each day.
Medication log

100
Follows low-fat
and low-salt diet,
fluid 2 L restriction, weighs self
daily, exercises 2-3
times per week,
pillboxes for
medication

SCHFI score
Symptom monitoring, symptom recognition, symptom
importance, action, symptom
improvement

HF

Participant 1
DHFKS total = 14
DSST = 25, PMR = 2

Participant 3

Cheats (on diet) and
manages (symptoms)
87.57
Checks ankles and
daily weights, records data, and in
presence of symptoms eats less salt;
diuretic titration;
energy conservation. Recognizes
that increased urination and weight
loss indicate
improvement

Self-care maintenance
as routine

Consistent self-care
Symptom vigilance

Consistent self-care
Symptom vigilance

Heart is weakened

Heart arrhythmia

74.21
Daily weights, checks
blood pressure
symptoms such as
hyperventilating.
with symptoms,
rests or stops activity, calls health care
provider immediately. Improvement
noted as breathing
eases. Also has external defibrillator

DHFKS total = 15
DSST = 46,
PMR = 4
60
Low-salt diet “used to
be better,” now has
dietary indescretions. Tries to
exercise regularly
but not consistent.
Medication routine:
Medicines make the
participant tired, so
sometimes “is lazy
to take”
Inconsistent self-care
67
Daily weights (or
3 times/week).
“Knows body” and
relies on intuition to
identify symptoms.
Often will just work
through symptoms
and wait to see if
feels better. Does
not pay attention
to some symptoms
(e.g., what is fatigue
from HF, from work,
and from motherhood)
Lacks vigilance
Watches and waits on
symtoms
Describes postpartum

Reprinted with permission from J Mixed Methods Res. 2011;5(2):167-189.33

Figure 4. A joint display from a mixed methods intervention design that presents qualitatively derived
implementation practices with quantitative screening rate results.
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Table 5. Qualitative Assessment of Quality Improvement Implementation (Intervention Practices)

Baseline
(%)

12-Month
Follow-up (%)
30

P17

–

–

–

–

–

–

41

10

P19a

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

NA

52

44
56

P21

–

–

–

–

–

–

38

P22a

Strong

Weak

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Weak

47

71

P23a

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Strong

Strong

Weak

93

86

CRC = colorectal cancer; NA = not applicable.
Reprinted with permission from Ann Fam Med. 2013;11(3):220-228, S221-S228.28
a
High-performing practice.
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Figure 5. A joint display from a mixed methods intervention design organized by 4 categories of
patient treatment benefits.

Reprinted with permission from Support Care Cancer. 2015;23(5):1261-1271.29

this study and existing literature,10,24,35 we recommend
the following best practices: (1) label quantitative and
qualitative results, (2) be consistent with the design,
(3) be consistent with the integration approach, and
(4) identify inferences or insights generated. Indeed,
several articles30,33 included an integration section to
describe their approach and insights gained. Identifying
insights can help researchers consider their integration
rationale and share it with the research community.
A limitation of this study is that our sources were
predominately 3 journals, so selection bias is present.
Assuredly, additional studies in health sciences have
used joint displays, as nearly 700 empirical mixed methods studies have been identified from 2000 to 2008
alone in the social and health sciences.1 Although not
the focus of this study, future inquiry could also focus
on the use of graphical displays. We are aware of some
examples29,36 but found relatively few new ones.
Our analysis of 19 joint displays in published
health-related literature demonstrates the intent of
a variety of joint displays for providing insights and
inferences in mixed methods studies. Joint displays
may provide a structure to discuss the integrated analysis. Integration is needed to reach the full potential
of a mixed methods approach and gain new insights.
Thus, we call for increased application of joint displays
to integrate and represent mixed methods analysis. We
urge researchers to discuss the “synergy”11 gained by
integrating quantitative and qualitative methods.
ANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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